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Movie policy, floor hours to change in fall
The list will be composed of

movies recommended by faculty.
"We are asking that faculty
members provide a listing of

films that they require students to
watch for their classes. This way.

Seniors

prepare to

graduate

when a student is given an

KEN

assignment, they will not have to
go to the library or go off campus

Contributing Writer
Doctor Jay Kesler, former

to watch the film," said Sharra
Durham. Dean of Students.

George Fox University's 2001

movies, not simply those that are

commencement. Ceremonies

enrolled in the class at the time.

will be held at Wheeler Sports
Center on Saturday, April 28 at
10 a.m. for graduate, seminary,
and degree-completion students
and at 7 p.m. for traditional

the

rule

more."

said

Ben

McReynoIds, sophomore.
Another student life policy

Several changes have been
made in next year's student life

the "discernment policy," states

policies and these changes will
Undergraduate Student

rated movies are still prohibited
from campus, a list of "approved"
rated-R movies will be provided

versity, change in finances, living

Handbook.

for students.

arrangements and campus poli

The largest two policy modi
fications involve the campus "no

ERIN

NEWBERRY

Stajf Writer

be documented in the 2001-2002

Change happens. At a uni

cies is inevitable. Administrators,

that, while R-rated and NC-17

Said Darbi Ytreeide, junior,
"As a future AAC, I think it will

campus life employees, and

r a t e d - R m o v i e s " r u l e a n d fl o o r

be harder to monitor and keep

fi n a n c i a l a i d a d v i s o r s w o r k h a r d

hours.

tabs on what is on the list, but I

to guarantee that the changes

Due to student protest and

do think that some rated-R

made each year to the campus are

intense discussion, the rule will
be altered. The new rule, called

movies aren't nearly as bad as

positive.

undergraduates.
Doors will open one hour

the dorms and suites. The current

prior. Tickets are required for the
7 p.m. commencement; the cere
mony will be broadcast live in

hours for residence halls are

Bauman Auditorium for those

seven to 10 p.m., Sunday through

requiring additional seating.

change involves floor hours for

Construction of the Stevens Center will be completed in August, only one of the
changes students will see next year on campus.

president of Youth for Christ,
will be the featured speaker for

The entire campus will be
allowed to watch the approved

"I think it's a good rule, but,
with exceptions [movies on the
list], you would always have to
refer to a list; people will break

Photo by

MASON

Thursday, seven to 11 p.m. on
Friday and two to 11 p.m. on
Saturday. The new floor hours for
the dorms will be five to 10 p.m.
on Monday through Thursday
and two to 11 p.m. on Friday
through Sunday.
The current hours for the

suites are three to 11 p.m. on
Sunday through Thursday and 12

y S
pring
Commencemeht ^
'^tnrday, ApriI;2S
LlOrOO

^^^ee
ir^portsCenter

A baccalaureate worship
service will be held at 2:30 p.m.

p.m. to 12 a.m. on Friday and

in Bauman Auditorium. A fel

Saturday. The new hours for
suites are three to 11 p.m. on

lowship program to honor the
undergraduate class of 2001 will
be held Friday, April 27 at 6:30

Monday through Thursday and
12 p.m. to 12 a.m. on Friday

program in Klages Dining
Room; reservations required.

see Changes^ page 12

some PG-13 movies."

p.m. A semiformal buffet dinner
with live music will proceed the

Commencement week events

Orientation plans underway for next year

also will include receptions and

school gets out, Hannah and

Receptions: A presidential
tea & reception will follow the

BRANDON

WALLACE

Staff Writer
As the semester is coming to

a quick close, there are many
plans going on to get ready for
the next school year. One of
these is the planning of
Orientation 2001 with the help of
the Student Orientation Director
and the Orientation Committee,
which are also known as the OCommittee.

During the summer, Jennifer
Swanborough, Associate
Director Undergraduate
Admission and Director of

Undergraduate New Student
Orientation, works alongside the

Laughland, to help
things planned
Orientation. During
full-time Job during

get
for
her
the

the 0-Committee will meet

10

Orientation and write their

Department receptions for tradi
tional undergraduates will begin

introduction

planning everything

O r i e n t a t i o n N e w s l e t t e r.

for

the

After the summer is

%

These jobs range from

n e a r l y o v e r, t h e O -

ordering all the t-shirts,
banners, and nametags
to
writing
the

after baccalaureate. The MBA

reception will be held on Friday,
April 27 at 6:15 p.m. in room
102, Edwards-Holman Science
C e n t e r.

week before Orientation

Hooding Ceremonies: The
Graduate Department of

arranging people to be^

planned throughout the
summer. Also during this
week before Orientation,

,

commencement.

Jennifer and Hannah a

and learn what they have

Orientation weekend.

a.m.

Committee will meet with

Orientation Handbook to

involved in the programs
that happen throughout

monies.

to plan and share ideas for

summer, Hannah will be
needed for Orientation.

graduate school hooding cere

0-Committee

will

help

Along with these Leah Weare and Ben Macy at orienta- p|a„ ,, fi„a|

duties, Hannah will also tion their freshman year. events, do all of the prep
be leading the O-Committee and Since planning Orientation is work for the events, and train the

Counseling, School of Clinical
Psychology, and Seminary will
hold hooding ceremonies on
Friday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m.
Hooding ceremonies for MAT
graduates will start at 6:45 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 24.

ail of the Orientation Leaders, a big job, Hannah will be having

S t u d e n t O r i e n t a t i o n D i r e c t o r,

who are also known as the O- her O-Committee help her with Orientation page 3

which this year is lead by Hannah

Leaders.

some

of

her

tasks.

Just

before

'

see Senior /«/, page 3
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Campus Contemplations
Do you feel GFU has done an adequate job of
preparing students to understand and Interact with
the changing racial culture the United States?
I can't exactly say Fox
has adequately prepared me to
encounter other cultures, how
ever, 1 have been made aware
of the issues surround

even if you don't really care
one way or the other. What if
I accused you of perpetuating
the problems of race
b y

ing cultural

you want the university to help
prepare you for the future, say
something, let them know how
you feel! Give George Fox
University some tangible
proof

by every individual. I would

GFU, the subject of ethnicity,

offer that the job of GFU is to
make students aware of such
issues and to adequately equip

race etc. and the economic,
and cultural challenges that

them with an education that
will allow them to make

cussed, but 1 doubt any real

and racial

t h e i r

mature and godly dicisions

diversity.

h a r d

based on a solid foundation of

w o r k

faith.

exist for many groups is dis
impact is made, due to the fact
that the issue of race in
America is an issue that only

ethnic groups are passionate
about. This is because it is an

Fox, as

Therefore, no college

an institu

can possibly hope to give their

issue we must deal with cer

students enough preparation
for such things as racial issues,
but rather, their job is to train

tainly on a daily basis and on

tion,

is

m a k i n g
great efforts to raise our

not coming
to the forums, events, etc.?

awareness of the world we will

face upon graduation, but it is

Does that make you angry?
Good!! Call me, email me,

d i f fi c u l t t o m a k e a d i ff e r e n c e

talk to me. At least we are

Personally, I do not

confronting it!
All opinions are valid
concerning all issues, but lis
tening to another can enhance
what you already believe, or
change your views entirely. If

believe that there can ever be

when the students don't

respond. As a student, maybe
you don't see racial issues as a
big problem for campus.
Well, make yourself
heard!! Show up to the events,

— Becky McKay

some days, all day.
— Rachel Conrade

[their students] in a manner
that will allow them to face

such issues throughout their

a whole lot to improve peo

life.

ple's understanding of racial

— Amy Bender

adequate preparation for
national issues such as racial
discrimination. This sort of

reality is going to be experiencd and addressed differently

Student Snapshots

1 think GFU cannot do

In general, there is too
much. However, if the ques

issues, as it is* a hands-on
learning process. GFU does
n o t , h o w e v e r, p r o v i d e a
diverse environment for stu
dents to live in and leam from.

tion is "have racial issues had

The pow-wow and the

plenty of attention?", then the
answer is yes.

open mic chapel were great
but without experiences and

— Ben Hawkins

No,

I

don't

feel

George Fox has done a good
job. But 1 also don't feel that
this oversight is intentional.

interaction with diverse peo
ple, there will not be a signifi
cant understanding of a chang
ing racial culture.
I am Hispanic and

dominately white institution in

come from a predominantly
Hispanic town where being
Caucasian is the minority.

America, is an extention of

Coming to Fox

GFU, just like any other pre

what is and has

has been chal

always been the

lenging in this
regard because

norm for the domi

Deanna Cintas
Deanna names her hometown

Kaiua-Kona, Hawaii. Deanna is a sen

ior interdisciplanary major with

emphases in education, art and psy
chology.
This summer Deanna will be in

two weddings, attend many more, and
will prepare for grad school. She will
then go on a five-month mission and
enroll in grad school.
Deanna's hobbies include danc

ing, art and anything outdoors or

Aaron Gapasin

nate group.

Aaron is from Beaverton and

is a senior history and international
studies major.

After graduation, Aaron plans
to find a job that he "can handle, for
about a year as [he] decides whether

GFU
social

issues and the

ethnic com

sensitivities mem

munity most

bers

of the stu

in, which in

enjoys watching movies, reading,
camping, skiing,snowboarding, hik

does
not
include the

BETH TEMPLETON, News Editor

SERENA N. BRUMUND, Sports Editor
MELISSA MOCK, Opinion Editor

these

Considering Oregon is

90% Caucasian and the

majority of students

my opinion,

at GFU are from

Oregon, it is a diffi

cult task to form a diverse stu
many ethnic

peoples of America or the

world. Perhaps in many of the
sociology courses offered at

DAVIDA J. ANKENY. Assistant Editor

of

races/cultures have.

dents have

would also like to pay back his loans.
In his spare time, Aaron

SARAH E. DORSEY, Editor-in-Chief

aware of racial

and

been raised

adventuresome.

ple are not

extention of the

or not to go to grad school." He

ing, traveling and basketball.

so many peo
is

dent population, but 1 am glad
to see the effort put in that
direction.
— Demetria Medina

DAN W. WILLIS, A&E Editor
JUSTIN A. LOH, A&E Editor

NATHAN L. GOFF, Business Manager
ERIN M. SHANK, Copy Editor

MELANIE S. MOCK, Crescent Advisor

The Crescenl ciKoeniBcs reader response and pailicipalioi through Icltets to the editors. Letters should be typewriten and no loneer ih m pso ,

hu,yonrnantecanbewt.hhed
l byreru
| cst.Woreservetherg
i httoedti forca
l rtyi andspace.SendyourIctet^To•The
Crescen.l St^BBovEo^ter^'dt' f«
l ters
V Crescent Staff folder.
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NEWS
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Finals

ara Hart

Information for Making it through Finals Week

bead Day event to release stress:

Finals Schedule

HMAAA Staff to host a night of massages, smoothies, & more
RT
1HOf
U r k rup t t d
KARM

;itlH

Contributing Writer

h p n healthy
ithv
i;niiplfc
c:icipc
and
snacks.
A live jazz band will per
form. Students may come and go
at leisure, grab a stress ball, and
win a door prize. This event is

of people who show up. The

open to ail George Fox students

T h < » The
I f ^ length
n c r t of these mas
sages.
sages will depend on the amount

Regular Class Start Time

(Starting on Any Day
Listed)

HMAM staff, and others, will be

7:40

a.m. UH

giving hand, head, and neck mas

7:45

a.m. MWF

sages.

Spring Semester
April 24-27
Two Hour Exam Begins:
10:00 a.m.

4:30

p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m UHF
p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m. UHF
p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m. UH
p.m. UH
p.m. UH
p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m. UH
p.m. UH
p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m. MWF or Daily
p.m. UH
p.m. UH

Wednesday,
Tuesday.
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Friday.
Friday,
Friday,
Thursday,
Wednesday,
Friday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Thursday.
Thursday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday.
Wednesday.
Wednesday,

Drinking caffeine 3-6 hours before bedtime can double
the time it takes to foil asleep, and quadruple
the number of times a person wakes In the night.

Evening

classes

Final Class Period

retting 6-8 hours less sleep than usual over a week can
impair mental efficiency and reaction time, and cause

Yourbodye
rque
risacer

FeirceI offered
massatagGeorge
esw
llb
iFox
e
University. Show up

Monday, April 12, from 6 to 8
p.m. in the cap and gown room
located in the Student Union
Building, to kick off finals week

and staff members.

Kim Stave, the assistant

coordinator for the HMAM, says,
"The house manager/apartment

8:00

a.m. MWF or Daily

Scented lotions and other

8:00

a.m. UHF

aroma therapy products will be
available for public use.
Lessons will be given on

9:00

a.m. MWF or Daily

9:00

a.m. UHF

10:00

a.m. UH

with a night of stress relief and

manager staff wants to give the
campus a chance to take a break

how to make and apply facial

10:20

a.m. UH

masks, along with instructions on

11 : 0 0

a.m. MWF or Daily

pampering.

in the midst of a crazy week by

how to make a stress ball.

11 : 0 0

a.m. UH

The House Manager and
Apartment Manager (HMAM)

staff is hosting this evening of

providing massages, smoothies,
fa ci a l ma sks a n d l o ts mo re !"

Two professional massage

"Come on out and enjoy,"

12:00

says Stave.

12:00
1:00

professional massages, aroma

therapists will be available to

For more information, e-"
mail Kim Stave via Foxmail or

therapy, facial masks, smoothies

give fully clothed, full-body mas

just show up on Monday night.

1:15
1:15
2:15
2:15
2:35
3:00

c r c s Ti n g

3:15
3:15
3:30

Humans will die from lack of sleep sooner ^

4:00

than they will die from lack of food. "

4:15
4:15

^ Even
depressi
o
n,
anxi
e
ty
,
and
i
r
ri
t
abi
l
i
t
y
.
^
without clues such as clocks and ji|l|^,
^ur biological clocks keep tis on a 24-^hot^^fcle.

iximum sleepiness occur^t hight from i a.m. to^6 a.mJ^
and in the aftcffrom 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

lorse^, cows and snakes don't
clo^e^fheir eyes when they sleep.
Inform?

tain amount of vitamins,

minerals, carbohydrates,
fats and proteins each day. Not

eating an adequate amount of
each of these components daily
can leave you grouchy, tired, and
tense. Although it is important to
eat right consistently, doing so
during finals week may help you
focus better on the tasks at hand.

grouchy, and nervous. This vita
min

can

be

found

in

tuna,

peanuts; and kidney beans.
Iron is also a key component

, g awffcii^iet on sleep produced ETR

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Eating right helps stress levels

If you do not have enough
vitamin B in your diet, you are
more likely to be depressed,

: -v-'.

8:00 a.m.

in a balanced diet, especially for

college students. Without
enough iron, you are more likely
to feel grouchy, nervous, or for
getful.
Energy is often lacking dur
ing finals week. However, a bal
anced diet composed of low-fat
proteins, including meat, fish,
and low-fat dairy products can
give you energy.
Products high in sugar and
caffeine can add actually add to
your stress. Eating a variety of
meat, fish, and beans, as well as

vegetables, fruits, and whole
grains may help you feel better
and study better.
Good luck on all your finals
and have a great summer!

Orientation: O-Leaders help students make the transition
Continued from page I
O-Leaders.

At the time of publication,
the members of the O-Committee

have not been finalized.
According to Jennifer, there are

laly ten students who make up

USLU ^

the O-Committee and the plan is

to have them finalized by April
16th.

Over the years, Jennifer has
been working alongside students
to help plan Orientation. She
says, "George Fox has the best
students ever and I am always

Committee was to truly serve the
new students. Much prayer,
thoughtfulness, and care went
into everything. They definitely
wanted to put on a great orienta
tion. But, when you are more
tired than you can ever imag

from the desire to show Christ's

school year is "Created for

love."

Community: Designed with
Diversity."

As for the planning
the

theme

Orientation, that is/ selCCtcd thcme
left up to a cam
pus wide coin-

impressed by the hearts of our
students. For example, this last

ine—physically, emotionally, and

mittee coordi

mentafly spent—you need more

nated

fall I felt that the theme of the O-

than 'just wanting to put on a
good orientation' to
carry you. It has to be

Student Life

Fraternities • Sororities

Clubs • Student Groups
Farn $1000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
rainDusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
«alos rcnuircd. Fundraising dates arc filling quickly, so call

today'
at (888) 923-3238, or
■ I Contact
I ■ n HCampusfundrai
r a i . s e r . c oser
m.com
.

by

who try to pick
a theme that can
be car

Self Employment
Opportunity
If you are serious, cheerful,
goal-oriented, persistent,
and willing to learn, please
call for phone interview:
503-538-0198

Jennifer stated, "We

of

ried out

want

our

commu

nity to be chal-

for this next school ^ Vlenged by the
theme and to

year is "Created for really put a
little thought
Community:
into why
Designed with
we've selected
such a theme."
Diversity.
in
Along with choos

all different

parts of the com
munity, such as the
classroom, orientation,
residence halls, and

ing a theme for the
year. Student Life has also
chosen the book that the new stu

dents will read over the summer.

chapels. The .selected

The title is "The Color of Water,"
which goes along with the theme

theme for this next

of Orientation —or for the year.
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Vogt ready for challenges, fun as Christian Services Director
LISA

DEf.ZRR

Stajf Writer
Flying by like most years do,
f a s t e r a n d f a s t e r, l i f e c o m e s

University's newest Christian

and JOY services, as well as

Services Director, the opportuni
ties that exist for serving God

other serve trips, such as the ones

will continue to abound into next

ter and spring.

offered in win

W

y e a r.

Currently a sophomore ele
mentary education major, Vogt is

asked

h

e

n

these plans, she

on the chaplain's committee this

stated, "I think

the world as we know it. It's hard

year as a retreats coordinator.

the best way to

to know whether to jump in front,
throw up our arms and scream.
"Jesus, take me!", or simply

Choosing to hitch a ride on her

expand is to get
more people

watch from our dorm window

while drinking a soda and wear

over, she is also heading off to
Cuba and Jamaica for a great tan
this May as a part of the May

1 rA

about

speeding down the tracks of lime
like a bullet train about to destroy

train rather than let it run her

others. These off-campus min
istries allow people to do that. I

....

get

k n o w

what

it will

take

to

get

ly are some of the great ways Fox

people
involved;
only God can

offers to seiwe God right here in
Newberg.
The next time your socks

ple's heart and
priorities."

involved. Often
we

don't

m o r e

.

W i t h

so

photo by Luis Dawber

involved in our

lives here, we Vogt shows her enthusiasm

ing our favorite socks.
Regardless of how we take

Serve team.

She has great aspirations for

forget that there

it, we all need a swift kick into
action at least once in our lives.

expanding the great ministry
opportunities already in play,

IS more to life

this

call

to

action, Vogt is
excited about

her opportuni

than school. God has called us to

elementary school, volunteering
Friday nights in downtown
Portland at a homeless shelter,
and spending time with the elder

V S B K t change peo

m m m

working as a mentor at a local

ty to bring more students into the

start itching for a little excite
ment, consider participating in
one of these awesome experi
ences that are guaranteed to shift

your views. Nothing like donat
ing a little time to further God's
kingdom! While you're at it, take
a moment to thank people like

Julia Vogt, who work hard to
keep these programs around and

How about now? With Julia Vogt including Little Bruins, Saturday spread the Gospel to the whole vast number of programs here.
everyone.
Services,
YCAP.
and
serve
Him
by by
serving
coming
;ominginto
intoplay
playasasGeorge
George
FoxFoxServants,
Servants,Urban
Urban
Services,
YCAPworld
. world
and
serve
Him
serving There is something for everyone.- available
aval a e oto everyone.

Greenland assumes chaplain role with a call for prayer, unity
RItACHFL
A C H E L JJOHNSON
OHNSON
_

..

ii«

fhf»

Contributing Writer

ice, springs
but springsfrom
from aa dee
deep
roadsign
sign we
askask
for tofor
show
"I'm excited
to work
a but
for next year.
road
weallall
to show
for next" Tyear.
"Fmt hexcited
to work
with with
a ice,
eanca
nn
c
comawarcncss
o f awareness
our
O
ofWour
H own
h e helpless
lplcss

w n v us the
t n way aton go, but
K i iI tdid sense
I
AiA

"I would like to see more

committee focused on the com

him leading me in this
direction, so I took a
step in faith," said

opportunities for
people to share tes

mon desire of continuing to draw

timonies about what

Greenland.

are opening up. One of these, the

Greenland.

position of Student Chaplain, will
b e fi l l e d b y j u n i o r N a t e

"Through a vari
ety of circumstances, I

God is doing in their
lives or ways that

Greenland.

have seen God's hand

prayer,"

confirming this deci
sion. Those things, as

As the next year quickly
approaches, leadership positions

Greenland said that he is

He continued: "I am here to

serve my brothers and sisters, so I
hope people won't be afraid to
offer their constructive criticisms

on his heart for next year:

and encouragements. I can't do

my people who are called by my

this alone, nor do I want to. We

Greenland.

name humble themselves, pray,

are the body of Christ; let us

seek my face, and turn from their

strive to function like one more

wicked ways, then I will hear
from heaven, and will forgive

and more.

answered

said

be honest, I wasn't completely

well as the encourag-

sure of things at first, because I
had been praying about either

ing comments from

al goals, he will

accepting this position or going

A particular verse has been

n e s s .

Second Chronicles 7:14—"If

He's

Along with
Greenland's person

looking forward to next year. "To

this campus closer to God," said

peers, have given me photo by Luis Dawber work with a chapthe confidence that Greenland looks committee to

their sin and heal their land."

Greenland said, "I desire to

to Indonesia for consortium next

God will be with me in plans. participa-

see us become that people, peo

semester.

joy and power through tion in the George

ple of humanity and dependence;

"In praying about this, God
never sent me that gigantic neon

t h i s j o u m e y. " F o x U n i v e r s i t y s t u d e n t s ' r e l i Greenland has many goals gious life.

'Tm just excited to see a
freshness brought to our faith, a

freshness that keeps us from get

so much of that starts with the

ting too bogged down with reli
gion and allows us to celebrate
the pure freedom we have in

type of prayer" that isn't lip serv

Christ."

Spring serve trip participants return with expereinces to share
HZ

BRUNO

Staff Writer
For a great deal of students.

Spring Break was more than just
time off. It was an opportunity to
be stretched

community service for a number

member. "We learned about the

of different churches in the area.

differences between Christianity

They spent time in Salt Lake City

and the LSD faith as well. It was

at

Mormon

n't your typical missions trip. We

Temple Square. They also
worked with Utah Partnership for

learned how to share God's love

BYU

and

in

the

Christ.

"We all leamed a lot about

ourselves on the trip and

and to share
Je.sus

with

p e o p l e
throughout the
W e s t e r n
and Mexico.
i

v

e

to

great group of people and
we had a good time."

helped with the physical needs of
the camp through

a family in Tecate, they

Utah,

spent mornings on the con

struction of the house and

I d a h o .
California,

Photo by Porker Oycy te.iching VBS to

children in the neighbor
a n d Jcni Nelson, Jocelyn Barnes, Bethani Martin,
hood.
Washington. Deanna Cintas, and Katie Dicker help out at the
"The way I saw God
The Utah Hidalgo Bible Club on the California serve trip.
team

went

work the most was in the

to

Ogden, Utah and stayed at the
Crossroads Christian Church.

Lead by Heidi VanderStope, Matt
Watson, and Mike True, this team
did^

way everyone worked

"We spent a lot of time just
talking with and praying for peo

together. Most of the individuals

ple on the streets," said Mandie

of the other students before we

Zolman, freshman and group

Carol & Ken Williams
Yo u r H o s t s

"We spent a lot, of time

learning and experiencing the
culture of the city and finding
what the people, many of whom
are immigrants, had to go
through to get here. I think that
everyone in the group grew to

love and appriciate the city and
its people," said group member
Heather Ferguson.

computers repairs,

mechanic repair
work, painting and
plumbing.
"An

extra

special blessing

and end to our trip
was to see the

northern lights on

our last night.

God used my
serve trip to reveal

how aweseome He

is and how great
His love for ail

left for Mexico; however,"every-

la
enssior^gUMd.
Members
anfzaUon
they^'bunt"^' Nof
amthe
n
igfoMexJs::vt
rthehouse5"'"

people is" said

called World ^
Impact, the California groun

Only 5 miles from campus!
10 % Discount for one night!

16900 NE Hwy 240
Newberg, OR 97132
(503) 537-9161

Impact.

in our group did not know many

Avellan Inn A Bed and Breakfast
15% Discount on two consecutive nights!
Available to faculty, staff, students & parents!

Youth Camp near Caldwell,
of students at the school, students

was composed of 24 stu

M e x i c o .

helped out at the Eagle Christian

Idaho. In addition to the tutoring

dents. Building a house for

dents traveled

and Angel Goss. The students

were challenged in differ

'Coyle, the Mexico group

teams of stu

The team that traveled to

Idaho was lead by Jerad Meidal

ent ways as well. It was a

Lead by Heidi
Hardenburger and Dave

United States

F

with ordinary people.

one bonded quickly and support
ed one another through the
week," said Hardenburger.

Spent their days in Fre«nrt 11 j Under the leadership of

leaders Annelles VanBrorW^'^

and Parker Owens, the tea McOeeney, the Washington serve
afternoon Bible clubs in worked with Habitat for
Tomr Shatf Thr .Wa^ir
avellaninn@aol.com
www.avellanlnn.com

fferent
erentnnei
eg
ighhborhoods
borhoodsa^dworked

on houses World Immr, n n

recently purchased in "rouo

neigborhoods These h rough'
rf
f o rstaffs members
t a f f ! of
. l e"s ra e

World

The growth and special

friendships resulting from this

year's Spring Serve has been a

definite blessing in the lives of
the students who participated.

crescent, Friday, april 20,2001

From the Pen of the
President

I^early
Beloved, We

are Gathered...

OPINION

Racial reconciliation starts with you
HANNA DEMASTFR

ly exist in mc.

Guest Writer

One of my earliest realizations in the
class is that I am very "while" and I think

I can hardly believe that in a few weeks,
my college career will be over. As I

reflect on the ]a.st four years of my life, I
realize that 1 am an entirely different per

son from the intimidated freshman who

HBIAN DlJRfr-K
President

SoIthough,ti woud
l begreatformyfinal
vyou
o al
ul who
Hwi
I l remai
T "n' here
" ' after
" f 1 am
to
long gone, and cold in the grave. Or tan
ning in central Italy. Whatever.

r don't want this to be really sappy or sen
timental, because that's not my style and
It s not that ftmny. Unless the sappy, sen

timental person gets pooped on by a bird.

Now that's funny. So here, in bulleted
I form, are my words of wisdom to you
underclassmen.

- Intend to have fun. Fun doesn't just hap
pen. Your attitude is one of the few things

PA G E S

in a very "white" way. There is nothing
wrong with being white, and there is noth

ing helpful in feeling guilty for a racial
heritage I cannot control. But I have a
tremendous responsibility to leave behind

walked onto campus one hot summer day

the myth of white superiority and recon

in 1997.

cile myself to people of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds. The fear in me

The truth is, only recently have I come
to recognize the dramatic changes that
have taken place in my life. I think col
lege life simply had me so overwhelmed

for the first few years, that I just went

along for the ride without realizing where

it was taking me. Now I am on my way

argues that such a responsibility shouldn't

be taken loo seriously, since it isn't very
often that I even come in contact with

people who are so different from myself.
Perhaps I ought to argue back with the
reality that I have sheltered my.self far too

out, and I have begun to question the
ways in which I have changed and the

much.

ways in which I haven't.
My last semester here has been the one

WHERE DO 1 START?

that has challenged me most academical
ly, spiritually, intellectually, and cultural

ly. I have been forced to ask questions
about the reality of my faith, my lifestyle,
and my convictions. Who is this person,

And still the question remains:

communitie.s: 10% (other in.stitutions20%)

- Understanding social problems facing

our nation: 14% (other institution.s: 24%)
This data suggests that, though there
arc high percentages of George Fox stu
dents who plan to involve themselves in
some sort of community or volunteer

service, we are not being adequately pre
pared by this institution.

The point of this article is not to place
blame on the administration of George
Fox for the lack of preparation many stu
dents fee! as they graduate, although a
good part of the responsibility lies with
the institution.

Perhaps an even greater amount of
responsibility belongs to the students of

George Fox. We have a responsibility to
our communities and to our world. We

Perhaps I have started the process
simply by acknowledging my fear and
weaknesses. I am afraid that confronting

aren't planning on remaining in this evan

racial reconciliation and other matters of

Christ is one of reconciliation, which
makes it our responsibility. We must be

gelical Christian college community for
the rest of our lives. The message of

and what is she taking out into the world?

social justice might turn my life upsidedown. I am afraid of failure and rejection.
1 am afraid of what I see in myself — a

I have learned over the course of my
short lifetime to make a lot of strong

girl who understands so little of what she
talks so much about. Isn't that the first

message of reconciliation. Whether it be

the fact that I have learned very little

As my college career draws to a close

the world in which we live. If we want to

prepared to face a world full of diversity
and fraught with division, ready to offer a

reconciliation of race or family or gen
you can control. If you seek out joy and statements about what I believe. Only
step? Recognizing that I am ill-equipped ders, it is our responsibility to see that
new life and new civilizations, you will
find it on the Starship H. David just recently have I begun to acknowledge and downright scared?
peace be brought to this country and to
Branteprise.

Visit as many restrooms on this campus
as possible. I've been in 13. not counting
campus housing (1 think that's a record).

- Invest in your friends. Not monetarily,
because you don't have any money, but
take the time to get to know them person
ally and let them get to know you.
- Shower daily - always good advice.
- Screw Expectations. 1 stole this one

from Faith Curammeng's Senior Salute
speech. You be who you want to be, and
do what you want to do. Don't let anyone
else try to force you to be someone you are
n o t .

- Laugh till you cry at least once a week.
If you need inspiration, just watch people

and I look around me at my fellow class
be prepared to do this, it is also our
How is it that I am leaving college having mates, I realize I can't be the only one responsibility as students to make the
just realized that "actions speak louder feeling this way — unprepared to leave administration aware that the preparation
than words"? I am determined that, from this place and truly make a difference in we are receiving may not be adequate.
this point on, my life will reflect more the world. A survey of the class of 2000
Mahatma Ghandi once said: "You must
action than talk. The question is: reveals that George Fox is behind in be the change you want to see in the
W H E R E D O I S TA R T ?
preparing students to interact with the world." The challenge I want to leave is
One of the biggest issues I have been world and the changing racial culture of not just for seniors, but especially for
wrestling with this semester is that of the United States. In comparison with underclassmen: don't be afraid to put
racial reconciliation. The truth is, until students of other private, four-year col
your words into action NOW. Take all of
now, I hadn't given racial reconciliation leges, few George Fox seniors claim the passions, convictions, and faith that
more than a passing thought, simply stronger abilities and skills in the follow
God has given you and find a venue
because I hadn't been confronted by it. ing categories:
through which to express them. Accept
- Knowledge of people from different the responsibility that we have as
My Race & Ethnicity class has not only
races/cultures: 11% (other institutions:
Christians and as leaders, to usher peace
required my assessment of racial rela
about putting those statements into action.

tions, but also an assessment of the atti

tudes and prejudices which subconscious

21%)

- Understanding problems facing their

and reconciliation into the world in which
we live. START RIGHT HERE!

for a while, because people are pretty stu

pid. God had a great sense of humor when
he created us. Enjoy the show He's put
ting on.
1 have loved my time here at Fox. and

What do you know about... self - hypnosis?
A quick and easy guide to some hotly debated topics

will greatly miss college. I will miss run

ning to 7-11 at 2:00 am, seeing Jack the

card swiper, busting a move at the 70's
dance, chasing the chubby squirrels, see

ing freshman flirt with each other, petting

Riley the dog, reading quotes of the week,

listening to Biggs yell about sporting offi
cials, T.P.ing floors in Edwards during
Serve Day, giving our Dean of Students a

cutesy nick-name (Shardu: Defender of
Truth), rearranging the living room of
Beals House over Christmas break, know

ing Subway workers on a first-name basis,
drinking my weight in coffee, going to
Lincoln City in the middle of the night

with people I barely know, chatting with

roommates all night, and getting paid for
the mindless dribble I write for the
Crescent.

So the college experience is over What I

have left now are friendships and memo-

'IsH
ap
: ptoe
i slatsctoamlim
fetim
enet.of al tm
i e. I hopeti
I chokes you up:

1aw
l aysknewfdo
l okbackoncryn
i gand
llauughi
gh,nbgutand
I nevcry
er.thought I do
l ok back o
'a
Thanks for the good times.

MELISSA

MOCK

frankly. 1 didn't understand the point. Do

thing from breaking bad habits, to reliev

you swing a watch in front of your own

ing .stress, to aiding in contacting the

eyes and then tell yourself to do things
that you don't know you are doing?

dead. A great many books deal with

You are getting sleepy, you arc getting

To make a long story short, I found as

tem and ward off disease.

veeeerrrryyyy sleeeeppppyyy. When I
snap my fingers you won't remember
anything you have just read.
When I am in a book store, I often find

many books on self-hypnosis as 1 could
and skimmed through them.
I discovered that self- hypnosis is real

Opinion Editor

myself perusing the self-help aisle. Not
because wish to find help for myself, but
because I find thdm highly amusing.
There are books on how to train your
pets, discover your inner child, or be
more efficient in the workplace. My
favorites are the ones devoted to manag

ly just focused meditation and it works
best if you have a partner to help you.

There are numerous p.sychologists and
mctaphysicists who have written books

claiming that self-hypnosis can do every

using hypnosis to boost your immune .sys
Even after all my dedicated research, I
am still skeptical. It seems to mc that

self-hypnosis is just another outlet for

people who don't pray, but if you arc
interested in finding out more, then check
out the books below. They arc good for
a laugh, if nothing else.
SNAP!!

—> The Complete Idiot's Guide to Hypnosis. Roberta Temes: Like

ing your finances and simplifying your

any "Complete Idiot's Guide" this hook lays the foundation for under

life, both of which would be helped most

standing hypnosis, as well as exercises to try for curing all manner of

by not purchasing another self-help book.

ills,

1 admit that I feel a slight pang of
remorse when I realize that there arc

enough people who feel like they need the
advice of a self-proclaimed guru to keep

—>FunWith Hypnosis: The Complete Hovv-To Guifie. Svengali:
As the title suggests this is a flippant and easy to read guide to medi

tho.se sort of authors in business, but I

tation and hypnosis

promptly forget it when I happen upon a

book promising "Six Easy Steps to
U n d e r s t a n d i n g Yo u r A u r a . "
I was in Borders just the other day
when I found a book on self-hypnosis. I
was dumfounded. I had never heard of

~> Master the Power of Self-Hvpnosis. C. Roy Hunter; A new-age
style approach to hypnosis that offers cures to bizzare afflictions.

—> Effective Self-Hvpiiosis. Alcdxander Simpkins: Comes with a
someone hypnotizing themselves, and tape designed to enable solo hypnotic ventures.
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J.J. and the Moon: one student remembers
he could possibly wear in a
lifetime. I kept prodding him

to get rid of some, but instead

above a whispering creek —

Merlot snug between his knees
as he fumbled with the pack of
Camel Lights that were always
present in his shirt pocket.
Another breeze passes

llie same rock lhal J.J. and I sal

over me and I find myself

accident, his parents asked us

on a year ago. The full moon
rises above, illuminating ihe
endle.ss .sea of sage below. The

thinking back to the beginning
of January. I remember vividly

to go through most of his
clothes and give a bunch of

my posture — slouched over

Juniper irces and Coltonwoods
cast long shadows over the

and tired. I remember the

Anonymous contribution

I'm silling on a cold rock

he purchased another T-shirt
every other week. After the

leaf is blown from the many

shadows all around me, objects

them away. I couldn't give
them away. Every article of
clothing represented some
memory we had shared. I
would never had guessed that

lhal remain and falls to rest on

and shadows hardly distin

his clothes would outlive him.

a small pool. When it lands, it

sends ripples over the placid
pond which quietly lap the

guishable from each other; and
me sitting on the couch at 2:30
am, having Just arrived from

and 1 were trapping small

shore.

Seattle.

How many faces have
looked upon you, old moon?

I was contemplating the

mammals, we were looking
down at a gopher that had got
ten its head slammed in a trap

reason behind J.J.'s clothes

and Dave said, "Well Ben, we

How many cries have you
heard? There is no reply. Its

being boxed up and transferred

stoic countenance is the same

was cleaning — highly unlike

learn about life through death."
The words carry more meaning
now then they did back then.

that J.J. and 1 gazed upon a year
ago. It remains indifferent to
the changes that have taken

ly considering J.J.'s messy ten
dencies. Many thoughts were
being worked over as my other

and look out over the valley

place.

roommates entered the room.

watch as the moon continues its

rocky banks of the river. One

dimly lit room, the blue light
from the stereo casting vague

to the living room. Maybe he

Senior Survey. What win
YOU MISS MOST ABOUT GFU?
The Christian Fellowship that is availible at all times'
Katie Horning

The Musical repertoir of the Clock Tower
~ Nicola Murphy

Being within walking distance of Coffee Cottage

Last summer while Dave

As I sit on this cold rock

Laura Sickler

The community, my friends - Rachel Jones
A.D. Boyington ~ Tyler Kuskc

Singing every day~ wi
th concert choir and bayspring.
Kcndra Charles

a n d c l i f f s a n d t r e e s b e l o w. I

slow ascent of the dark sky. As
I think about its primordial

Senior survey: What is

existence, I realize change can
only be noticed in relation to

ONE THING YOU WON'T MISS

that which remains consistent.

deliberate ascent, seemingly

Ben, J.J. is no longer..." His
words trailed off. My body

ABOUT GFU?

unaware of my life. It takes the

became numb; 1 almost vomit

rock seem less cold. I think

same course it has for millen

ed the words out: "J.J.'s dead?"

nia. as if nothing in my life has

The others slowly and solemn

about the things I have learned
about life through the death of

1

wonder

if

ever

the

"Hey guys, where's J.J.?" I

moon's face was twisted and

asked. Andrew replied, "J.J.

contorted by ail the horrific

was driving home from the

things it must have seen. Now
it only makes its slow and

cabin and slid on some ice.

Suddenly the moon and

been altered since the last time

ly nodded their heads in affir

J.J. I've learned that the char

J.J. and I sat at the edge of this
cliff gazing up at its face.

mation. I looked over at his

acteristics and faults that we

heavy leather jacket still hang

My mind reaches and
grasps the archives of memo

ing on the door-knob and then
slowly laced up my shoes and
walked quietly outside to

cannot accept in a person in his
life, we accept in his death.
There were things about J.J. I

ries for details of our previous
trip to Southeastern Oregon. It

scream at the moon. I walked

things that Student Life had a

the quiet streets of Newberg all

we were down here cruising

night; withdrawn from the

things that mean little now. I've

around in my van. On this sec

world around me.

learned that we can love com

hard time accepting — trivial

Later when we started

pletely without complete

going through all of J.J.'s
clothes, I almost laughed over
my irrational behavior. Before

understanding and that this is

seat, half expecting to see J.J.
smiling back at me with winestained teeth, the bottle of

his death, I often chastised J.J.

expectations.

for owning more clothes then

My workstudy job ^ Callie Jo Pfeifer
The SFU bubble ^ Corel Walter

had a hard time accepting,

was only last spring break that

ond, more recent trip, I kept
looking over to the pas.senger

The Homework Ben Macy

often more true when we stop
holding people to rigorous

The dating gossip mill Leah Weave
Living with 12 other women Shara Denniston

Preconcieved notions - Tyler Kuske

Late papers - Reid TenKley

It's true...Love is like a magic penny
MELISSA

MOCK

Opinion Editor
The school year is winding up rapidly.
All that is left now is one more weekend

in which many of us will scramble to fin

ish last minute papers or attempt to get
started on Tuesday's finals. Than there is
Dead Day - a sacred day set aside for
studying that invariably fills with
Breakfast at Johns, last minute meetings,
long awaited coffee dates, grocery shop
ping, dentist appointments, midnight
breakfast and, of course, the year's last
Bruin Brawl.

On Tuesday, the whirlwind of finals

week picks us up and carries us through

Friday, where it deposits us, panting and
exhausted, wondering where the last four
days went. A sense of quiet relief settles

in one short year and high school seems
so far away.
The Sophomores have the easiest time

make promises to call over the summer.

ly, smile - it has been a good four years

They have their friends and they are look
ing forward to returning next year as
upperclassmen, ready to take over this
school.

For the Juniors, Saturday is frantic as
they decide what goes into the Jrs.
Abroad bag, what goes home, and where

they are going to store the rest. They will
spend the rest of the summer sorting out
the mess they made of their boxes, look

ing for their toothbrush or a single shoe.
They pack their things and clean out
apartments and hou.ses in a mad msh,

grades are set, and for the first time in

they will be too relieved and exhausted to

On Saturday, families arrive and the big
move begins. For the Freshmen, there

are tearful hugs or manly handshakes as
they say goodbye to newfound friends

and wonder how they are going to fit in
back home. They have changed so much

what they are leaving behind. For one

brief moment Saturday afternoon they

in as we realize that it is all over, our

our heads.

ious grad parties helps them to forget

moving away from Fox. They are happy
and relaxed as they they say goodbye and

kicking themselves for not being diligent
about keeping the refrigerator clean. By
the time they finally get on the airplane,

nine months, we can .stay up late without
any other responsibilities hanging over

Baccalaureate, Commencement, and var

appreciate that they are embarking on the
trip of a lifetime.

And then there are the Seniors. For

them finals week is easier than most, pri
marily because Senioritis is so acute that

schoolwork has lost all meaning. Then
families begin to arrive in droves and the
hubbub of Graduation ensues. The
excitement of First Reunion

stop and survey the campus and, hopeful
By Monday, everyone wil be gone and

many wonderful souls are on this campus
and I wish I could know them all. I can't
count how many times I have sat down in

a class where I didn't know anyone, and

gotten up with a new friend (or two).

This semester, I spent nearly every wak

the campus wil be all but deserted For ing minute at rehearsal for "Ring Round
the last three years, I have watched my the Moon." I hardly knew a soul in the
11 member cast when I started, but sitting

friends drive away and the campus slow
ly shut down as I returned Home, 1/2

backstage at rehearsal for 13 hours on

missed would be back and life would

ing, or can have so much fun with an

mile north of carfipus. Though it always end has a way of bonding people like no
made me sad to see the campus grow ot er experience does. I have never met
empty, I knew that in August all the faces a bunch of people who are so openly lov

However, this year things are diferent
his year as I hug and kiss my friends

unplugged telephone. I was also able to
&et to know a fantastic bunch of underc assmen who starred as the dancers in

happy summer, but a happy life Onlv n

eir enthusiasm and encouragement. I

this ylT myself wondering

surrounded by people you

resume as usual.

goodbye, I am not just wishing them I

e show and blessed me every day with

Of these peop,el
never regret the opportunity to get to
ow each of theses people, even if I
e^^d ntyfie
l Wn
i sltibe Wtih
never see them again.
win
w
I these
I "ow
few be?
remains
How do you
- who
decidi
If ' advice to all of
Whoo
t weedoutofyoure
fil andwhoyo
be^vIS°. meet
returni
nextpeopl
year,
woul
d
asng
many
e asityou
can
^taud
l make the efot to stayn
i conmct
yourself in situations

what you fm"'l
graduating
four years.
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SENIOR FEATURE
PIECE OF ADVICE

Have for the underclassmen
^on t fal asleep in class! - Rcid TenKley

Senior Reflections
What I learned at George Fox

too Seriously, have fun in college ~ Laura Sickler

BRIAN

DURICK

A5C President

Riley will drop his ball hundreds
of times until you throw It. He'll

to the Lord, He has greater plans for you than you can
Everything I know, I learned

imagine ~ Katie Horning

2 - If you don't get what you
want right away, keep trying.

from Riley the Dog.

for ASC, you'll love it f - Will Varin

I - Always be happy to see

follow you if you walk away.
Again and again, until you get so
annoyed that you throw it just to
get rid of him. Be determined.

people. Sometimes, I would be

your freshman year, especialy upperclassmen ^ Leah Wcare

in a bad mood and would pretty

3 - Smell is overrated. Ok,

much hate everything in life, but

maybe not the best lesson, but it

then Riley would come up to mc,

works for him.

tail a-waggin', and make me
smile. People like to smile.

^'s get degrees - Callie Jo Pfcifcr

t wait until your senior year to take core classes ^ Shore Denniston
L>on t drink out of Hess Creek ^ Nicola Murphy

Pretty much joy and determina

tion arc the two things 1 learned.

Never settle for second best

No matter how busy you are people ar ALWAYS more important, because
your classes will be forgotten but friendships are eternal - Mclinda
Dovison

bo you remember when...

AMY

CHAPMAN

Student Chaplain
Fox has taught me how to
be a person that lives life to the
fullest. Everyone of my peers
has demonstrated to me that we
can't settle for second best. The

success of my friends in intern

Remember midnight runs to 7-11 for Slurpees?

ships, jobs, class, athletics, and

Remember when our chaplain sfreaked with only a fie on?

been surrounded by gifted peo

activities shows me that I have

Remember when Matt Cross looked so good as the chapel band leader?
Remember Beau A Drew's little rap?

ple that are going to achieve.
I am walking across that
stage next week with confidence
in my gifts from God, and so
many fun times that I can't even

Remember when everything was a lot cheaper, CAI lab printing, tuition....?

remember every single one.
From living on Pcnn 2 to late
nights in the ASC offices (I'll
miss those. Faith and Bri-Bri),
all those experiences have
shaped my college experience.
I'll never forget trying to
find a seat in the Bon my junior
year- where was everybody? I'll
never forget how caring and lov
ing everyone is. My class has
passion that they pour that out
on all the people they come in
contact with. Thank you Class
of 2001 for being real, asking
questions, and not settling for
second best.

What's your last statement?

Remember when our class stole the Bruin?
GRANT

Remember when the ratio was a lot worse?

CHRISTY

Random Cool Senior
What an awesome responsi-

Remember when the Sherman Street girls did a lip sync to Jackson Five

and got screwed over??
Remember Brian Durick in a cheerleading uniform?

bilty it is to share the last
impression that so many people
will have about George Fox.
What does one say in such a
case? Serious words of wisdom,

a little inside joke that only your

Remember Johnny Lingo??

best friends will understand, or a

Remember when two girls from the awesome ED3 floor streaked the campus?
Remember the Marriott??

comical antidote that will make

With all of this in mind, these

are my last words as a Bruin:
Remember to never underes

timate your abilties. You have
what it takes, you just need to
find it.

Keep sailing, Cartman!
Never loose site of your
dreams. Just look at Michael

Jackson. He started out a poor
black boy and ended up a rich
white woman.

everyone chukle and remember
you as a funny guy?

Commencement Week Calendar

Remember when we could walk by Cole, Schoad,
and Sherman St. Houses?
TUESDAY, APRIL 24

Remember when school was cancelled after
Christmas Break because of an ice storm.

Remember when everyone had a Macintosh?

Remember when Ezra Rice was every girsl'
dream?

tRemember
v • " W ^ n when
r t o f the
t h eHeart
O c &ta^^niors
n s p r i at
ng

formal had to reject students, even sen.ors,
the launching dock?

Remember when we had was

Bruin Brawl? Remember how Becky H R
throwing

other girls around?

iris stil lived on Hob 3?

Remember when g'

MAT Action Research Symposium
MAT Hooding Ceremony

4:30 p.m.
6:45 p.m.

Calder Hall, Lemmons Center

NighttimC"
Daytime—
FRIDAY, APRIL 27
Graduate/Seminary Hooding Ceremonies
Counseling"
Seminary—
P.sychologyMBA Reception

First Reunion for Undergraduates
First Reunion Buffet Dinner

Edwards-Hoiman Science, Room 102

5:30 p.m.
Wood-Mar Auditorium

Calder Hall, Lemmons Center

Kershncr Hall, Hoover BIdg.
6:15 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Edwards-Holman Science, Room 102

10:00 a.m.

Wheeler Sports Center

a good idea?

Klages Dining Room, Heacock Commons

Commencement

Graduate, Seminary and

Degree-Completion Students

Presidential Tea & Reception for Graduate,
Seminary, and Degree-Completion Students

- 11 : 3 0 a . m .

2:30 p.m.

Following Baccalaureate, see Department for location

Remember when

Bauman Auditorium

SATURDAY, APRIL 28

tnver was wallpapered Baccalaureate
Remember when Bauman Y
Department Receptions for Traditional Undergraduates
with gold rock.-'

nrtually thought roomies was
you

Miller Gymnasium, North Side

Traditional Undergraduate 7:00 p.m.

Wheeler Sports Center
Bauman Auditorium

Wheeler Sport.s Center
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Jennifer Knapp and guests electrify and inspire
K RY S TA L

NELSON

I enjoyed

Slqff Writer

Justin
B

George Fox University was privileged to host the
Jennifer Knapp concert in Baiiman Auditorium on Sunday
Apr. I. When I arrived a few minutes before 7 p.m.,
Bauman was packed. This was the first sign to me that this
was more than just a run of the mill concert. This was the

and

e

b

o

N o r m a n .

They were
definitely the
right guys to
open
for
J e n n i f e r

big time.

As the concert began, the crowd went crazy as Justin
McRoberts, one of the opening performers, came out and
opened the evening with a few words that showed his

Knapp.
The only
word

I

can

humorous side. Then he proceeded to perform straight
from his heart. He gave the crowd something we could

use

relate to in our walk with Christ.

J e n n i f e r

I loved the song he did after telling part of his testi

to

d e s c r i b e

Knapp and

mony of how he was able to deal with his father commit

her

ting suicide. The song was about following Christ. It dealt
with the very core of what it truly means to follow Christ

ALIVE.

even when the road gets tough. His songs illuminated

e n e r g y,

God's character and His love for us.
Bebo Norman was the second artist. When he came

in turn trans-K^napp in full force during a stop on her Back Forty Tour.
ferred to the

out to play, it was like it was just God and he in the room,
and we were all somewhere else far away. He came out
and worshiped. Yes, he sang and he played the guitar, but

crowd, turning
the house into an electric atmosphere.

I could totally tell none of it was for us. It was all for God

that's when you could hear that all famous folk-rock
sound. Jennifer Knapp flowed right along with the sense
I got from Norman about performing for God. She played
and sang like she did not care who was there. She per
formed like she was just there to rejoice in the God of her

and His glory. Most artists who perform on stage either
do it for their audience or for themselves. I had a sense

that Norman performed for God, the giver of his gift.
Throughout his performance, it was like he was giving his

band

was

is

She

full

o fl

which

,

«

After two songs, the music mellowed out, but

salvation.

gift back to the Giver.

When I think of Jennifer Knapp's rejoicing, I

I have never enjoyed opening performances as much as

.

r.

photo courtesy of jenniferknapp.com
t

can't help but think of the word itself. Her songs emitted
an energy that could not just come from her, but the joy
t h a t l i v e d i n s i d e o f h e r.

The concert was a great opportunity for Christians to

gather with their brothers and sisters in Christ and join the
performers in worshipping God. Most concerts are given
only so the fans can watch. The Jennifer Knapp concert,
however, was an interactive concert where it was evident
that the fans in the crowd and the performers on stage
were all fans of the One up above.

Free Re-Cy concert at Art Show exhibits its best yet

George Fox campus
SCOTT

George Fox Community on

JOHNSON

Guest Writer

their collective back for

Do you want to get
involved with promoting

doubling their intake of
recycled paper over the
p a s t s p r i n g s e m e s t e r. T h e

recycling on the GFU cam

intake of recycled paper

pus? You can by attending
the free concert Saturday

has jumped from 6 to 14

April

13,

in

the

Bon

Appetite eating area at
7:30pm.
The Re-Cy concert will
portray the talents of

bags a week.
This is an incredi

ble jump in the right direc
tion for recycling paper
and other products on the
GFU campus.

Camille VanHooser play
ing acoustic guitar, Ben
Macy joining iris Jazz band
which is always a treat,
and Fidcla featuring a spe

the Bon Appetite eating

cial guest. The concert is

area at 7:30pm.

open to anybody who

Remember: the free Re-

Cy concert is open to
everybody and takes place
this Saturday April 21st, in

For more information,

wants to kick back and lis

please

ten to some good music.

J o h n s o n a t 5 0 3 - 5 8 8 - 11 6 9

The reason for the Re-

Cy concert is to pat the

contact

Scott

or email him at wagon
1 01 @hotmail.coi]i.

A selection of some of the best work to date at the Student Art Show.'"""
DAN

WILLIS

A&E Editor

This year's Student Art Show was the best show

as of yet. There were more entries than any previ
ous year, and every piece was excellent. It was not

an easy choice for the jurors by any means. This
year, there was also a vast variety of different art

The George Fox University StudentArt Show is
an event that takes place in the spring of every year
■n Each success.ve year it has

surpassed expectations through the increasingly

.npresstve quatily of work that si subnnted efch
Look for thsi event next year n
i the sprn
i g, and

be ready to enter some artwork. This event i ■
mediums. We had painting, ceramics, sculpture, limited to Art Majors and Minors. It is ope ^
mixed media, photography, and pretty much any
type of visual an thinkable.

The first place winner this year was Abbey
Godwin with a mixed media tile painting. Second
prize went to Derek Johnson with another mixed

media piece. Third place went to Kristen Moody

with her ceramic raku piece. Honorable Mention
awards went to a painting by Lyle Railsback and to

Reed TenKley, with a raku porcelain piece.

enure student body. It is always an excitlL

see the talent of the student community ThT
This year's art show was very enm...-. ■

both students and faculty.This show proved ft"'
the visual arts are a very strong part of thi.^

and everyone si encouraged to u
j mp on nexTT
' "!'

art bandwagon. Come and join the fun ^

APRIL 20, 2001
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Round The Moon: a hilarious farce com-

pHrnented by excellent acting and dancing
ERIN
EMN_NE^^berry

Staff Writer-

fully'chalTic" """d" fo?rddS'.Dal ch included six female princi-

s,x
een dancers.
More thancharacters
40 students worked
Lte?n
d P""'='P'"
andin

va ous areas of the crew including construction,

ght, sound, props, costumes, hair, makeup, back-

Stage and ushering.

The students performed from Tuesday, April 9 to

Saturday, April 14. The show ran seven times and

mcluded a matinee presentation exclusive to junior
high and high school students.

Ring Round the Moon," a comedy of manners,
presents a world of social class, social flaws and

pretension. It asks the question, "What is your

heart's desire?" and spends the evening prying off
the masks of the characters to reveal their true
selves. The night is full of hilarious misunderstand-

photo by Justin Loh

ings, farcical conversations, beautiful dancing and Ring Round The Moon actors take a well-deserved bow at a recent performance.
an undermining overseer.

Hugo (Nathan Dunkin), a debonair, handsome,

rich, and clever single man spends the evening in
his aunt's large estate revealing scandals, twisting
ties of love and manipulating the heart of a young

livens the atmosphere with her riding whip, detailed
family history and her relationship with her dutiful

leg and a healthy dose of witty commentary as well
as seamlessly integrating the backstage crew mem

companion Capulet (Kristi Russell). Niece to

bers, cleverly costumed as servants of the house.
Said Kirsten Blikstad, sophomore, "His

dancer, Isabelle (Stephanie Shankland), whom he
doesn't love, into a frenzy. Hugo's amiable identi
cal twin brother Frederic (also played by Dunkin) is
in love with Diana (Kelsey Kaopuiki), another

Desmortes is Lady India (Callie Jo Pfiefer), who is
having an affair with Patrice Bombelles (Michael
Shelton) while cheating on her multi-millionaire
lover and Diana's father, Messerschmann (Dan
Willis), who has the comical habit of only eating

woman who also loves Hugo, and spends the

noodles, without butter or salt.

evening in despair over her. After a long chain of

outrageous events, Isabelle and Frederic realize
their true love for one another, and leave Hugo and
D i a n a b e h i n d t o l o v e e a c h o t h e r.

Other cast members help to make the play won

derfully unforgettable. Hugo and Frederic's aunt,
Madame Desmortes. (Tonya Lynne Wildhaber),

The mother to Isabelle (Melissa Mock), who is
also the long lost friend to Capulet, enters into the
scene with sophisticated "Parisian" manners and
flirtatious endeavors, adding to the comedy of the
show. Romainville (Jeremy
Isabelle and her mother, is
businessman. Lastly, Joshua
the butler, dutifully cleans the

Fuller), a friend to
an anxious, farcical
(Thad Tsohontaridis),
stage with a wooden

(Tsohontaridis') presence on stage just illuminated
the show and made the performance a joy to watch
as well as listen to."

The dancers, who performed a preshow in the
EHS Atrium, an intermission show and throughout
the play, added an element of fluid musical perfec
tion that created an atmosphere of beauty.
Overall, the play was a success and was enjoyed
by all ages. Said Liz Bruno, freshman, " 'Ring

Round the Moon' invigorated my senses through its
gloriously delightful and incredibly fun atmos
phere."
A hearty congratulations to everyone involved.

BANDON

DUNES

WALLY'S DINER
Now Serving;
Hummus & Falafel
Sub Sandwiches & Pitas

Tacos, Taquitos & Fajitas
Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
Fresh Salads & Gardenburgers

Sreift Food

We Bake Our Bread and Cookies in store

Hows This For A Summer Job?
Looking for work? Like tiie outdoors? Consider becxxning a caddie at

Bandon Dunes Coif Resort You'll enjcy excellent working conditions, get

Vegetarian Meals are our Specialty!
Free Drink
W/$3 PURCHASE

OR

10% OFF
ANY Purchase

with this coupon

some good exercise, and be paid well. You'll also get the charKC to Icam
the game of golf, aib elbows with business and community leaders from
around tiic world, and even develop post-graduation networking
opportunities. Bandon I9unes is a world-class golf resort building a caddie
program In the great traditions of the game.
Call 541/347-5741 for more infomtation

or to secure yoi.ir spot in the rx:xt training session.

^

OUNES

gnir

LI,„«n.KonHa
ihwny99Wn
isd
ietheTexacoStao
tinonthewaytoDundee

l o c a t e d o n e m i l e ^ 11 . 7 , a n d S a t . 11 - 8

*
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RouikK jkc Diivc

jfaixlrm, Orcyon 97411
Opciatnl By KmirvtSpon
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Turnaround team gains respect with wins
■l O H N

Before the season. Hill pre

F E LTO N

dicted, "If Laura stays healthy,

Staff Writer

she can keep us in every ball

game." His forecast has proved

After a 6-25 record last sea

correct as she has earned a 13-5

son (3-18 in the Northwest

pitching record. Her 1.62 earned

Conference), most observers did
not expect a great deal from the

run average is the third lowest in
the conference and her 77 strike
outs rank second in the NWC.

George Fox University softball
t e a m . P i c k e d t o fi n i s h s e v e n t h

Shortstop Sarah Camp has
also helped the Bruin cause. Her

out of eight teams in the
Northwest Conference (NWC),
the Bruins had much to prove to

16 runs tie her for eighth in the
NWC and she is fourth in the
conference with a .492 on-base

their doubters. Tim Hill had

other plans, however, in his first
year as Bruin head coach, he has

percentage.
The success of the Bruins

led the team to a 14-10-2 record,
(10-5 in NWC). As of April 15,

has been noticed by the confer
ence. For the week of March 25,
Steenson earned NWC "Pitcher
of the Week" honors and "Hitter

the team was a game and a half
out of first place.
The Bruins saw a benchmark

for their significant improvement
when they met defending confer

of the Week" honors went to

ence-champion Pacific Lutheran

catcher Jennifer Kennedy and
third base Brittany Baird both
earn "Hitter of the Week"

Camp. The season has also seen

University on April 1. George
Fox earned some respect from
their peers, as they put together

Honorable Mention, joined by
Steenson and Amy Larson who

great pitching, timely hitting and
solid all-around play in the 4-1
Bruin win.

After the game, Hill com
mented, "To beat a team of that

photo by Collin Cambridge

also received "Pitcher of the
Week" Honorable Mention.

When the year began. Hill

said, "I feel good about the sea

caliber is a tremendous boost for

Shortstop Sarah Camp's .492 on-base percentage is one of many assets for the
Bruins, whose record under new head coach Tim Hill has improved to 14-10-2.

our girls and a real confidence-

despite lacking a potent offense. Steenson. After having her helped her lead her Central

program moving in the right

Much of the credit for the freshman year cut short with foot Catholic High School team to an

b u i l d e r. "

George Fox has built on that
confidence, finding ways to win

son, and think we may have this
direction." With a month left in

team's success is due to the pitch- surgery, Steenson has come back Oregon State 4A championship

the season, George Fox hopes

ing of sophomore Laura strong, showing the talent that in 1999.

that good feeling continues.

Bruins' Baron, Zempel win two events

Bruins drop final home

e a c h i n L i n fi e l d a l l - c o m e r s m e e t

match to Lewis & Clark 7-2

PRESS RELEASE

mer at 114-06.0.

ranks as 8th-bcst in the nation

Other George Fox women
who made strong showings with

Kelscy Baron and Sarah
Zempel won two women's
events each and set new George

currently.
Zempel finished Isl in the
shot put with a throw of 43-

Fox University records, high
lighting the Bruins' performanc
es in the Linfield College AllComers Meet Saturday (Apr. 14)

04.25 and the divscus with a toss

and 4th in the 100 at 13.25

of 131 -06.0. Her shot put topped
the previous Bruin best of 42-3.5
set by Karen Gurske in 1981.

Jamie McElwain, 4th in the 400

here at Maxwell Field.

She also qualified provisionally

Baron captured the long
jump with a distance of 18-03.0
and the triple jump with a 36-

for the NCAAs while posting the
7rh-best mark in the country thus
f a r.

In their final regular season
home match of the 2001 season,

top-five finishes included Sara

the George Fox University
Bruins dropped a 7-2 decision to
the Lewis & Clark College

Gates, 3rd in the 200 at 26.75

Northwest Conference match.

With Anne Robinson, nor

4:58.77; Amy Forbes, 4th in the
triple jump at 34-06.25 and 5th
in the long jump at 16-06.0;
Heidi Smith, 2nd in the triple

Conference women's tennis

mally the team's #4 singles and a
# 2 d o u b l e s p l a y e r,

jump at 353-05.5; and the 4x100
relay team which was 3rd at

5th in the javelin with a distance

Salisbury, finished 1st in the 200

ture

the

o f 11 5 - 1 0 . 0 a n d 7 t h i n t h e h a m

at 22.57 and Eric Costa was a

match

For the Bruin men, Ben

split seco

n

d

behind at

in

w

the

George Fox

800

at

who ran a
2:01.12.
T

h

e

4 x 1 0 0

relay team

i m m i e

Muth defeat

ing Lisa Trefts
and Kim Reimer

-4, and the #2
doubles,
Lori

George Fox

Miller

h

ughes and

d e f e a t e d
Kerrianne Barton
7-5, 6-3 at #3.

doubles

t

J e s s i e

e

Kim Reimer

the

i

bles match,

win came

took

h

the #1 dou

won

k

c

winning

l

c

t

Willamette

dou

n

a

o p e n e d

singles

R y a n

i

m

each of the

o

to

T h e

one

and

forced

ggle their
lineup.

aged to cap

A u s t i n

RyIand

Bokovoy and Jamie

#3
a s

photo by Noah Hunnann

and Number two doubles player

I n g r a h a m Anne Robinson backhands
teamed up for a her return.

Muth over
Kristin Miller

and Stephanie
Seiid8-1. The
#3 doubles

also

9-7 win over

took 1 St at

Hogan and

4

Arbuckle.

to Willamette's Jessica Bruck and

George Fox is now 2-11
overall and I-10 in the confer

Karin Zabel.

of

2.84.

Salisbury
photo by Luis Dawber

e

gories. In
singles, the

N

the trip, the Bruins

Bruins man

w h i l e

teammate

Tevin Taylor high jumps in the decathlon at a recent meet. The Bruin

h

2 2.58,

edging

unavailable to make

were

T

bles cate

2:01.07,

a

courts.

time of 13.46, while Zempel was

52.45.

in

match here Wednesday
afternoon (Apr. 4) at
the GFU campus

also qualified provisionally for

season has been a record-setting one.

University Bearcats in a

at 1 ;01.38 and 4th in the 1,500 at

Marlyss Stcnberg in 1992. She
National

(Apr. 5), as the Bruins dropped a
6-0 decision to the Willamette

Northwest

6th in the 100 meter dash with a

NCAA

George Fox University women's
tennis team Thursday afternoon

Pioneers

08.0. Her long jump broke the
former record of 17-11.25 by

In addition. Baron placed

conflicts conspired against the

PRESS RELEASE

Championships, and her 18-03.0

was 4th in

the 100 at
11 . 3 0 .

ence. while Lewis & Clark i.s 6-5
overall and 4-5 in the league.
Rain and a player's schedule

was defaulted

by George Fox

George Fox is now 2-12
overall and 1-11 in the confer
ence, while Willamette is 3-11

overall and 2-6 in the league.
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Bruins stun Lutes twice with last inning rallies
PRESS RFT FASF

Boss, making his schoolrecord 19th appearance, then

On the day before Easter, it
was George Fox University's

came in to shut down the Lutes

baseball team that rose from the

of the game and raise his record

dead, scoring four runs in their

to 2-1 when the Bruins rallied in

last time at bat not once but

the 6th. Josh Sargent opened the
assault with a pinch-double and
P.J. Pardee singled pinch-runner
Travis Maffey to third. Dave

twice, enabling the Bruins to pin
5-4 and 6-4 defeats on the Pacific

Lutheran University Lutes in a
Northwest Conference double-

on three hits over the remainder

header Saturday afternoon (Apr.

Janney replaced PLU starter
Luke Faxon and gave up a run-

14) here at Morse Athletic
Complex Field.

scoring pinch-single to Seann
Hammon. Mitch Sheppler ran

In the first game, Greg
Dombek's two-run pinch single
capped a four-run rally in the 6th

for Hammon, and all hands were

safe when Jason Anglin fumbled
K e v i n T u c k e r ' s s a c r i fi c e b u n t t o

and Glenn Boss hurled four

third, loading the bases. Janney

shutout relief innings for the 5-4
win. In the nightcap. Eric Bell hit

balked home Pardee to make it 4-

a two-run homer in the 8th and a
two-out three run blast in the last

of the 9th, giving the Bruins a
dramatic 6-4 victory.
The Bruins jumped on top 1-

0 in the 1st inning of the opener
as Ryan Brown reached on an
error by second baseman Josh
Reiman, stole second, and scored

on Bell's single to right. The
Lutes knocked out GFU starter
Damon Lorenz with a four-run

4th, starting with a Rob White

3, and one out later, Dombek

delivered Sheppler and Tucker
with his hit to left. Boss gave up
a one-out single to Chris Ullom
in the 7th, but stranded him at
second as Soete filed out to cen

ter to end the game.
The second game was a tight
pitchers' duel, George Fox's
Brody Wilson and PLU's Brian
Farman matching zeroes through
seven innings. Farman allowed
four hits through seven, and
Wilson only three, retiring 13 in a

double.

row at one stretch from the 2nd to

Nolan Soete walked, Jason
Both doubled in White, and Todd

the start of the 7lh.

Haberly, batting only .111 with
one RBI on the season, ham
mered a home run to left for a 41 Lute lead.

In the 8th, though, Wilson
gave up a ieadoff single to Uliom
and hit Lew England, bringing on
Mike Beck to pitch. Haberly
fanned and White grounded out.

photo by Collin Cambridge

Freshman Greg Dombek takes a turn at bat while teammates look on. The Bruins
are 11-7 in the Northwest Conference.
but Soete walked to load the

the Bruins, then picked up his

bases, and Both unloaded them

first win to even his record at 1 -1

with a line drive down the right
field line on a 3-2 pitch that land
ed in the George Fox softbali

when his teammates pulled it out

field for a 4-0 PLU lead.

Gramenz to open the frame, but

hammered a 450-foot shot, his
8th homer of the season, over the

half in the bottom of the 8th as

out to center for the second out,

batting practice building in deep
right-center on a 1-1 pitch for the
stunning 6-4 win. Farman
dropped to 3-6 with the sudden
change in fortune.
George Fox is 14-18 overall

Farman hit Ryan Dearinger with

but Maffey was hit by a pitch to

and

one out and Bell drilled his 7th

keep things going. Dearinger's
single to left-center brought in

sweeping the three-game series,

h o m e r u n t o l e f t - c e n t e r. M a t t
Sievers worked a 1-2-3 9th for

Bliss to make it 4-3, then Bell

the league.

The Bruins cut the lead in

I P
Custorv^er Sers/Ice/ Sa(es

the last of the 9th.
Farman

struck

out

Paul

A a r o n B l i s s w a l k e d . P a r d e e fl i e d

RELEASE

the

NWC

after

while PLU is 10-17 and 5-10 in

to determine which of the two

Saturday, April 20-21, at the

will host, since the teams split
their regular-season matches.
The probable time for the
match is 3:00 p.m., although a

Yakima Tennis Club in Yakima,

d e fi n i t e t i m e w i l l n o t b e a n o u n c e d

The Northwest Conference

Tournament is set for Friday-

Wa s h .

until after the coin toss. In case

As the Bruins and Boxers

of rain, the match will be moved

are the 9lh and 8th-place teams

to the indoor courts at Lewis &

respectively in the conference

Clark College in Portland at 5:00

standings, the two will play a

p.m.

preliminary match this week to

After dropping the doubles

determine which of them will go

point and the first two singles
matches, the Pacific University
Boxers rallied to win positions 3-

t o Ya k i m a .

S13.50 BaselAppt.

in

Bruins to play Boxers in
NWC Tournament April 18
PRESS

Summer Ulork

11 - 7

The "play-in" match will be
held Wednesday, April 18.
George Fox coach Rick Cruz and
Pacific coach Jim Pyle will meet
Tuesday, April 17, for a coin flip

6 and take a 4-3 win over the

George Fox University Bruins in
a Northwest Conference match

here Wednesday afternoon (Apr.
11).The Bruins cap

FT/PT - No Experience Nec,

tured the doubles point

Scholarships Possible/
Conditions Apply

Derek Dougherty

by taking the 1st and
3rd matches,
Joe Gonzales and

defeating Mike Uhrich
a n d E r i c Yu k u m o t o 8 - 1

at #1, and Yu Shoji and
Jeremy Johnston edging
R u s t i n Ta y l o r a n d
Adam Mnhr 9-7 at #3.
Gonzales defeated

Yukumoto 6-1, 6-0 at

#1, and Dougherty
downed Marsh 6-4, 6-4

Portland - 503-771-9931

at //2, but the Bruins
could not get that final

Beaverton - 503-297-2503

singles victory that
would have put them

Jennifer Hcpner "^er the top. The Bruins

12
V

Freshman Nate Chamberlain

son at 1-12 overall and

serves up an ace. l-IO in the conference.
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CALENDAR

April/ May 2001
Sunday

Monday

Softball at

23

Willamette

12 p.m.

Tuesday

24

Thursday

27

26

25

S AT U R D AY

friday

Oregon Open;
Graduate

Commencement

University

10 a.m. - Wheeler

Baccalaureate 2:30 p.m. -

B a s e b a l l v s . L i n fi e l d

-

College 2 p.m.

2 9

Wednesday

Baseball vs.

3 0

Cal. State-

L

S

WEE K

Bauman; Undergrad.
Comm. 7 p.m. - Wheeler

-

4

3

2

1

Baseball VS.

FIN A

California
Baseball vs.

State University-

Hayward
1 p.m. - Morse

May Term Begins

Hay ward 1 p.m.

Whitman College
1 p.m.

Athletic Field

6

5

7

0

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

Ba.seball vs.

Whitman College
12 p.m.

13

May Term Ends

21

20

22

25

24

23

26

Changes: some favor, others disagree Formal to paint a memory
Continued from page 1
through Sunday.
Kristi Horning, freshman,
said, "I don't know if I like hav

ing Sunday 12 to 12. [It's] more

of a 'homework, get-ready-forschoo! day,' while Friday and
Saturday are more play days. I
would prefer to have earlier floor
hours on Sunday."
Shawna Buchanon, fresh

man, said, "1 think the change is
fine, because I don't go to bed till

at least midnight anyway, so the
new rule doesn't bother me."

There will be no change in
hours for apartments and houses.

Visitation hours will remain 12

students.

ADRIENNE

TSURIJMI

Contributing Writer
The International Student

Center moving its location from
the small building on the north
west comer of the Stevens Center

Parking Lot to the basement of

Minthom Hall in May 2001.
The International Student
Center was moved into the small

building in 1990 because of the
shortage of international stu

dents. Before the shortage hap

Johnson got down on one knee to

ties donated more than a com

Saturdays.

arship fund, much of which will

theme of this year's Spring

go to current stu-

Formal, which will be held

"Each of the formals have

Sunday, April 22 at the Tiffany
Center in Portland. This special

come at a very different point in

event will start at 8 p.m. and end
at midnight. Festivities include a

Witty said. "At the time of this

Recently, two separate par
bined $50,000 toward the schol

I n t h e fi n a n c i a l

department of the^
university, only
small changes
are taking place
for next year. A
four- percent

N^ents
who quali
fy-

FJoor hours in dorms
and suits will be

extended. Apartments

increase

in

and houses will remain

tuition

is

the same next year.

expected, but

searching for scholarship donors

in order to ease the expenses for

University will
experience
many changes
next year, some

trivial, some
fundamental.

the development
office is currently

T h e

f Faculty, staff, and

students of George
Fox all hope the new policies will
be beneficiary.

combined, GFC held about 35
international students each

Staff Writer
"Paint Me a Memory" is the

live band, delicatessen desserts,
horse and carriage rides. A
photographer will be on
hand for pictures
including a free 4X6
print for each cou
ple.
For one couple,
Karen Witty and
Tyler Johnson, th
Spring Formals of the
past two years have held
special significance,

International Student Center to move
TOMO

DQRSEY

p.m. to 12 a.m. on Sunday
through Thursday and 12 p.m. to
two a.m. on Fridays and

Christian College in Taiwan.

propose. Witty accepted

Johnson's proposal of marriage,
and soon wedding plans were
under way.

Tyler's and my relationship,"
year's formal, Tyler and I will

_tmve only 48 days until our wed
ding."
When asked if

this year's formal
could top last
year's, "I think
anything's possi

ble," Witty said.
F o r m a l s

Coordinator Alissa

/ Bachran urges stu

dents to buy their tick

ets soon, as there is a limit

remember our first formal as the

of 600 tickets available. Tickets

students per year from this col

time when we were first begin

are $16 per couple and $10 per

ship was ended because of the
Japanese economic crisis at the

lege. After Mardock retired,

single. They are available in the

Alex Pia and Martha lancu took

ning to realize that we loved each
other, that we both wanted our

end of 1980's.

over

relationship to be a permanent

female will receive a paintbrush
with her ticket to go along with

semester. However, this relation

After GFC lost the relation

ships with the sister schools, the
number of international students
was reduced to six international

GFU n o w re ce i ve s a b o u t te n

as

the

Directors

of

International Student Services

with a focus on providing servic
es to the students on campus.
Today, Pia and lancu support

one," Witty said.

The following year's formal,

held on April Fool's Day, proved
to be equally special. Witty, a
junior, and Johnson, a '99 gradu
ate of George Fox, were walking

ASC Activities Office. Each

the evening's theme. Students

may bring extra money if they

would like to order additional

students per semester.
To develop other sister

about 45 intemational students

school relationships, Marvin

The basement of Minthom

along the waterfront and

Mardock was hired as Director of

Hall provides a larger facility to
serve these students symbolizes
the furthering developments of
GFU globally.

Hawthorne bridge after the for
mal, as they had the year before.

Center, located on Morrison and

As they passed the center of the

will be provided. There will be

bridge, the couple fell silent, and

plenty of parking in the area.

pened, George Fox College had

International Student Services

two Japanese sister schools.
From these two sister schools

and succeeded in developing a
relationship with the Sheng-Te

from various nations.

pictures from the photographer,
packets will be available.

Directions to the Tiffany
14th St. in Southwest Portland,

